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As a consequence of the increasing traffic demand, the life of a large stock of riveted bridges that still exist

throughout the world must be extended, ensuring at the same time that safety is not compromised for economic

reasons. As fatigue life estimation of metal historical bridges is a key issue for managing cost-effective decisions

regarding rehabilitation or replacement of existing infrastructure, there is a need to estimate how long these

structures could remain in service. In this paper, a fatigue assessment of a common short-span railway bridge is

analysed and assessed. Based on analytical and parametric studies, the remaining life of the bridge is presented and

discussed.

Notation
Ag gross area of rivets

Av shear area of rivets

C global damping matrix of the bridge

Dd total damage index

dd annual damage index

K global stiffness matrix of the bridge

Lw determinant length of the member (m)

M global mass matrix of the bridge

Nt endurance

no approximate natural frequency (Hz)

nt number of cycles

Pt set of axle load vectors at each discrete time

P(t) axle load time history vector of trains

TRF remaining fatigue life of the detail

U(t) displacement time history vector of the

bridge at discrete times

U(tt) displacement vector of the bridge at dis-

crete times
_UU (t) velocity time history vector of the bridge at

discrete times
€UU (t) displacement vector of the bridge at dis-

crete times

v commissioning speed of trains (m/s)

b traffic volume parameter

d0 maximum mid-span deflection of the long-

itudinal girder under permanent loading

(mm)

cMF fatigue strength partial safety

Df train–bridge inertial interaction, accounted

by additional modal damping (%)

g traffic speed parameter

Q0 dynamic amplification factor

1. Introduction
Fatigue failure is clearly a matter of on-going concern,

particularly as fatigue damage is the factor that directly or

indirectly accounted for the failure of most bridges in the past.

The concern arises especially on railway lines which carry

heavy traffic and for which further increases in the number and

speed of trains are expected. Riveting technology was very

popular from about 1860 to 1950 and most of the steel

construction in that period was assembled by this technology.

Rivets were often used in bridge building because they can

provide a tight fitting connection. After welding and bolting

were introduced and developed (about 1950), the use of rivets

declined. However, there are still many riveted structures in
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Figure 1. The Casaratta girder bridge (2009): (a) cross-section;

(b) cross girder section; (c) lateral view (dimensions in mm)
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service and most of them are at the end of their service life,

which is attributed mostly to fatigue phenomenon. The current

trend is to substitute short-span bridges, and to extend the life

of medium span structures: for this reason, many minor riveted

railway bridges have been dismantled, others are going to be

replaced with new structures, while for larger structures

interventions are needed in order to extend their lifetime. The

average age of the 60% of Italian railway bridges which are

steel is about one hundred years, as most were built between

1900 and 1920. Among historical metal bridges, riveted

structures are the most common, and in this case some factors

play an important role in the fatigue assessment as documented

by several researches, such as Fischer et al. (1987), Mang and

Bucak (1990), Matar and Greiner (2006), Boulent et al. (2008)

and Albrecht and Lenwary (2009). Some studies concerning

the research activity have been recently published, for example

Pipinato et al. (2009a, 2009b) and are related to full-scale tests

of old steel bridges, dismantled and assessed by testing, also

taking into consideration material properties and their

analysis. Two assessments of in-service bridges have also been

published, investigating and assessing the remaining life of

existing bridges (Pipinato and Modena, 2009; Pipinato et al.,

2010); moreover a comprehensive and innovative method to

assess the reliability of existing bridges taking fatigue into

account has been recently published (Pipinato, 2010). This

paper particularly deals with the fatigue assessment of an old

bridge structure, by adopting an analytical approach. The

background motivation of the study derives from the fact that

many bridges have been affected by fatigue failure (38?3% of

the bridge collapses for JRC, 2008); also for this reason, many

railway bridges have been dismantled even before reaching

their expected service life (100 years). To enhance the

confidence level on the fatigue performance of such bridges,

both analytical and experimental assessments of the remaining

life of dismantled bridges are required. In this paper the fatigue

performance assessment of a case study bridge is carried out

analytically taking advantage of the wide amount of studies

developed in the past by the authors. This bridge has a very

simple structural scheme widely used in the national network.

Therefore the proper assessment of the remaining life, rehabi-

litation, reconstruction and repair is of wide interest. In this

paper, the analytical fatigue assessment of this bridge is

presented. The bridge is a riveted, multi-girder, steel structure,

used for almost 95 years for train traffic. The fatigue assessment

was carried out using the stress life approach as recommended

by EC3-1-9 (BSI, 2005). Both static and direct integration

dynamic analysis were carried out to estimate the stress time

histories at critical hot spots. The stress ranges and the

corresponding number of cycles were estimated using the rain

flow method according to ASTM (2005). The fatigue strength of

critical details was adopted from EC3-1-9 (BSI, 2005). The

Miner’s accumulated fatigue damage rule has been used to

estimate the accumulated fatigue damage and the consequent

remaining life. The approach takes its origin by integrating the

parametric studies in a coded analysis to estimate the remaining

life of the bridge: these parameters were uncertainties related to

the train loads (traffic history and train speed) and to the fatigue

strength code provisions for the bridge details.

2. Fatigue performance of riveted bridges

Railway bridges are subjected to cyclic repetitive axle loads

over their entire life. These generate stress reversals which

cause accumulation of fatigue damage and decrease in material

strength capacity localised at specific structural details. Most

of the bridge damage in the past has been attributed directly or

indirectly to fatigue damage phenomenon: an estimate of

38?3% of the bridge collapses was reported by JRC (2008). In

the following sections, typical fatigue damages are presented.

Only details relevant for the case studies are illustrated.

(a) Damage to cover plates. In riveted girder steel bridges, the

bottom flanges of the longitudinal girders are subjected to

cyclic flexural tensile stresses. Fatigue cracks are usually

initiated at discontinuities (e.g. the rivet holes).

(b) Crossbeam–longitudinal girder connection. The connec-

tion details between longitudinal and cross-beam of

riveted railway bridges are subjected to cyclic shear plus

to some extent flexure.

(c) Damage to riveted connections. Rivets used in longitudinal

girders–cross beam connections are subjected to either

single shear or double shear. If a structural detail is found

unfit for fatigue performance, it can be retrofitted based on

the stress cycle flow: hence different methodologies can be
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L 80 × 120 × 8
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Figure 2. Geometric details of the cross-girder to longitudinal

girder connection (dimensions in mm)
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adopted for different details to take care of the fatigue

stress-cycles.

For riveted girder steel bridges, the following retrofitting

measures can be used:

(a) strengthening by means of high-strength friction grip

bolts (HSFG) to replace the deteriorated rivets;

(b) additional structural members: the performance of the

girder’s flange can be enhanced by adding cover plates

and webs can be enhanced by adding new angles;

(c) FRP interventions: the performance of flanges under cyclic

flexural tensile stress can be strengthened by adding FRP straps;

(d) stop holes: fatigue crack propagation at discontinuities

(stress concentration location) can be relaxed by provid-

ing stop holes;

Train

type Name Train/day Axle/day

Locomotive

(L) and

Carriages (Ci) t/axle

Wagon

number Wagon type Axle spacing: m

1 IC 20 960 L 20?25 1 2?6–6?4–2?6

Intercity C1 15 5 2?56–16?44–2?56

C2 12?75 6 2?56–16?44–2?56

2 EC 10 340 L 20 1 2?85–2?35–2?85–

2?35–2?85

Eurocity C1 14?25 2 2?56–16?44–2?56

C2 12 5 2?56–16?44–2?56

3 EXPR 15 990 L 20 1 2?85–2?35–2?85–

2?35–2?85

Express C1 14?25 10 2?56–16?44–2?56

C2 12 5 2?56–16?44–2?56

4 DIR 30 1380 L 18?6 1 2?85–2?35–2?85–

2?35–2?85

Direct C1 10?675 10 2?4–16?6–2.4

5 ETR 10 480 L 20 2 3–9–3

Eurostar C1 11?6 10 3–17?3–3

6 TEC 15 990 L 18?7 1 2?85–2?35–2?85–

2?35–2?85

Container

freight

C1 20 15 1?8–12?8–1?8

7 Merci

acciaio

10 720 L 18?7 2 2?85–2?35–2?85–

2?35–2?85

Steel freight C1 20 15 1?8–13?06–1?8

8 Treno merci

tipo D4

5 380 L 20 2 2?85–2?35–2?85–

2?35–2?85

D4 freight C1 22?5 16 1?8–4?65–1?8

9 Treno merci

misto

5 270 L 18?7 1 2?85–2?35–2?85–

2?35–2?85

Mixed

freight

C1 16 24 9

Table 1. Instruction 44f (1992): daily traffic spectrum and train

loads for fatigue verification
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(e) repair of the bearing conditions: the corroded bearings

can be replaced by new ones.

3. The case study

Concerning the service life history of the bridge, the case study

is an old riveted railway bridge, built in 1918 and dismantled in

2005. A full geometric survey has been performed. The bridge

has a twinned double girder, where the two main composite

girders are connected with several cross-diaphragms. The

bridge is simply supported on two abutments spanning

13?6 m. The cross-beams distance is 0?92 m, and wooden

longitudinal beams lay on the cross-beams and distribute the

load from the rail to the diaphragm of the girders. From on-

site measurements and the existing drawings, the relevant

geometric dimensions of the bridge required for structural

modelling are reproduced in Figure 1, whereas Figure 2 shows

the geometric details of the components used at the connection

between the cross beam and the longitudinal girder. Once the

geometry of the bridge was known, the traffic history was

elaborated. This is a crucial step in fatigue calculation, because

of the logarithmic dependence of stress to cycles. The Italian

Railways Instruction 44/f (Italian Railway Authority, 1992).

with trains passing through the bridge was adopted (Table 1),

with nine different trains. Although it is clear that it cannot be

assumed that the same traffic frequency occurred in the 1990s

as well as in the year of construction, the same train type has

been assumed, but with a traffic decrement in the range of 0 to

20% for every decade up to year 1918, as shown in Figure 3.

This estimation is a simplified traffic model according to CER

(2009).

4. Finite-element modelling and structural
analysis

Because of symmetry, only one of the coupled girders is

modelled: hence the cross braces are not explicitly modelled. The

wooden longitudinal beams, which transfer the rail load to the

cross girder, are modelled using lanes tool according to SAP

2000 (CSI, 2010). The axle loads are applied at five points of the

sleepers in between the cross girders and distributed to three

discrete points across the cross-girder. To evaluate the shear

force distribution among the rivets, a refined finite-element

model of a typical joint is generated using Ansys (2010). As the

aim is to find the stress distribution among the rivets connecting

the cross-girder to the longitudinal girder, the web of this is not

included in the model. The angle connecting the cross-girder to

the longitudinal girder, the rivets, the angles and the web plates

of the cross-girder are explicitly modelled, as shown in Figure 4.

Each component is independently meshed using solid elements,

and the contact between each part is explicitly modelled using

interface elements. The size of the meshes, both the contact and

the solid elements, are iteratively refined until a more realistic

converged stress distribution is obtained (Pipinato, 2008).
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Figure 3. Possible ranges of train traffic trends across the Casaratta

Railway Bridge
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Figure 4 shows the finite-element meshes of different parts.

Fatigue assessment of structural details using the S-N approach

needs evaluation of stress ranges and cycles from stress histories

obtained through either analytical simulation or monitoring

during life. For determining the stress histories, EC1-2 (BSI,

2003) specifies either a simplified static approach or refined

dynamic analysis based on the modal characteristics of the

bridge and the speed of the trains. Hence, as a first step, the

modal characteristic mode shapes, natural frequencies and

modal damping of the bridge are studied. The modes of the

bridge are identified by Eigen-value analysis (SAP2000, CSI,

2010). The modes’ identification enables specification of the

range of significant modes that has to be captured in the

dynamic analysis. The specification of the damping matrix

depends on the range of modal frequencies to be included in the

analysis. The fundamental natural frequencies of the bridge

were determined by the approximate formula given by EC1-2

(BSI, 2003) and by Eigen-value analysis using SAP2000 (CSI,

2010), and these values are given in Table 2. The approximate

natural frequency, no [Hz], is given by

1. no~
17:78ffiffiffiffiffi

d0

p

where d0 (mm) is the maximum mid-span deflection of the

longitudinal girder under permanent loading. The modal

damping should account for both the structural energy loss

and the reduction of the axle loads owing to the inertial

interaction between the bridge and the train. Given the span of

the bridge structure (l), these damping values are given as

follows

2. j½%�~0:5z0:125(20{l)

Additional damping for inertial interaction

3. Dj½%�~ 0:01871{0:00064l2

1{0:0441l{0:004l2z0:00255l3

Total damping ratio

4. jtot~jzDj~1:9%

The calculated modal damping is used for constructing the

damping matrix for dynamic analysis. The dynamic response

of the bridge under train loads depends on: the irregularities of

the wheel–rail interfaces, accounted for by the dynamic

amplification factor, Q0; train–bridge inertial interaction,

accounted by additional modal damping, Df[%]; and the

correlation between the bridge’s natural frequency with that of

the trains’ resonating frequency. To estimate the response of

the bridge under train loads, two options are recommended by

EC1-2 (BSI, 2003).

(a) The first approach is static analysis, in which the critical

stresses are evaluated by applying axle loads statically

and the response amplified by dynamic amplification

factors provided by the code. This approach is allowed

if the following conditions are satisfied: train speed ,

200 km/h and natural frequency within the code

bounds.

(b) The second approach is dynamic analysis: explicit

dynamic analysis considering real trains is recommended

if either of the above criteria is violated.

The frequency limit check is carried out and shown in Figure 5.

As can be observed, the bridge satisfies the frequency

requirement to use the static approach. However, the specified

I-Mode II-Mode III-Mode

Approximate 11?28

Modal (SAP2000, CSI, 2010) 9?162 32?83 66?14

Table 2. Natural frequencies of the Casaratta Bridge
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commissioning speed of some train types exceeds the speed

bound criterion. Hence both approaches have been carried out

for the purpose of this project. In the multi-static analysis

approach, the responses are evaluated by successive position-

ing of the axle loads on the discrete loading point lanes. The

axle loads are repositioned every 0?02 s at the specified

commissioning speed, and at each instant of loading the static

equilibrium equation is solved. The sets of static equilibrium

equations are given by

5. KU ttð Þ~Pt

where

K is the global stiffness matrix of the bridge

U(tt) is the displacement vector of the bridge at discrete times

Pt is the set of axle load vectors at each discrete time.

In the dynamic analysis approach, the possible dynamic

amplifications of the bridge response are directly determined,

except those caused by impact effect owing to irregularities

between the track and the train wheels: the train loads are

represented as a series of spikes with duration equal to the time

required to cross the bridge by each train. Each spike is

represented as a triangular ramp load over discrete time

intervals required to cross the adjacent discrete loading points.

The dynamic equilibrium equation is given by

6. M €UU (t)zC _UU (t)zKU (t)~P(t)

where

M is the global mass matrix of the bridge

K is the global stiffness matrix of the bridge

C is the global damping matrix of the bridge, built using

Rayleigh proportional damping using the frequencies of the

No. tmax: MPa tmin: MPa % [max] % [min]

1 13?27 225?37 32 56

2 28?77 231?28 69 69

3 32?62 230?62 78 68

4 41?79 245?04 100 100

5 7?94 234?71 19 77

6 17?01 228?89 41 64

7 4?92 219?25 12 43

8 3?32 27?88 8 17

Table 3. Shear stress distribution among rivets

            Demand:
Stress ranges at hot spots
     Number of cycles

            Capacity:
Reference fatigue strength
   Fatigue strength profile

                      Fatigue damage:
Accumulated service life fatigue damage (Dd)
        Expected future annual damage (dd)

Remaining fatigue life:
TR= (1-Dd)dd

Figure 7. Fatigue assessment algorithm used for the Casaratta

railway bridge
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first and the fourth modes of the bridge with modal damping

equal to 1?9%

U(t) is the displacement time history vector of the bridge at

discrete times

_UU (t) is the speed time history vector of the bridge at discrete

times

€UU (t) the displacement vector of the bridge at discrete times

P(t) is the axle load time history vector of trains.

The responses obtained by this approach are amplified by the

dynamic amplification factor to account for the effect of

irregularities, which are not explicitly considered in the bridge

model. The flexural tensile stresses at the extreme fibres of the

bottom flange of the longitudinal girder are evaluated from

flexural moments using spread sheets. The direct tensile stress

time histories at the extreme bottom fibre of the longitudinal

girder are amplified as

7.
Dsd~0:5 Q0z0:5Q00ð ÞDsstatic

cFf

stress from multi�static analysis

8.

Dsd~0:5 0:5Q00ð ÞDsDynamic

cFf

stress from dynamic analysis time history analysisð Þ

where

Q’ is the dynamic amplification factor that accounts for the

dynamic impact and is given by

Q’~
k

1{kzk4
in which the parameter, k, is evaluated from

k
~

v

160
; for Lwƒ20 m

v

47:16L0:408
; for Lww20 m

8<
:

Dsd~0:5 Q0z0:5kQ00ð ÞDsstatic

cFf

is the dynamic amplification

factor that accounts for the effect of the irregularities of the
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interface between the rail and wheel and is given by

Q00~0:56e
L2

w
100

where v [m/s] is the commissioning speed of trains and Lw [m] is

the determinant length of the member.

The unfactored direct tensile stresses at the bottom flanges of

the longitudinal girder are shown in Figure 6. As can be

observed, the results of the multi-static and dynamic analysis

are similar for all trains except for the first train type. The

design shear stress in the rivets connecting the cross beam to

the longitudinal girder is evaluated as

9. Dtd~0:5 Q0z0:5Q00ð Þ Dt

cFf

where Q0 and Q00 are described above. The unfactored shear

stress in the rivets is evaluated by hand calculations assuming

uniform stress distribution and by refined finite-element

analysis (FEA) to account for the stress flow effect on stress

distribution among the rivets, represented in Figure 4.

Considering the axle load transfer mechanism from the cross-

girders to the longitudinal girders by the rivets, the critical

rivets are subjected to a shear stress of

10. Dt~
P

18Av
; P~axle load, Av~0:9Ag

where Ag is the gross area of rivets and Av is shear area of

rivets. For circular cross-sections, the effective shear area is

equal to 90% of the gross area. The analysis is carried out for

the applied loads over an area where the wooden longitudinal

beams are in contact with the cross-girder. As can be noticed
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from Table 3, the bottom corner rivet is the critical hot-spot

carrying the predominant shear; the shear stresses in the rivets

owing to different axle loads, are obtained by scaling the axle

loads in proportion to the shear distribution factors (Table 3).

5. Remaining fatigue life

The fatigue life of the case study is assessed according to EC3-

1-9 (BSI, 2005), whereas the fatigue demand is evaluated from

stress histories obtained in the previous sections. Miner’s

damage rule is used to calculate the accumulated fatigue

damage indices and thereby to estimate the remaining fatigue

life. The algorithm shown in Figure 7 is presented to illustrate

this assessment. In order to estimate the remaining fatigue life

of the structural detail, the fatigue demand should be presented

as stress ranges plotted against number of cycles. Therefore, to

cover demand spectra of the structural details owing to train

loads, first the stress histogram is generated for each train by

cycle counting and these histograms are then superimposed to

find the total design spectra demand. The stress ranges and the

corresponding cycles for each event of train passing are

evaluated using the reservoir cycle counting method, according

to ASTM (2005) and EC3-1-9 (BSI, 2005). These cycles for

each stress ranges are then multiplied by the number of

crossings during the service life of the bridge for each train.

Figure 8 shows the stress histogram of the tensile detail for the

considered traffic volume: histograms are generated from

flexural tensile stress histories calculated using dynamic

analysis. The stress histograms are superimposed to obtain

the design stress spectra as shown by dotted lines of Figure 9:

this plot is almost continuous and hence it allows the

evaluation of the endurance from the capacity curve for each

stress range. The spectral curve is smoothed and averaged over

a series of frequency bands. For instance, the spectrum shown

in Figure 9 is subdivided into five bands. The traffic trend, the
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number of trains that crossed the bridge, is not known:

Therefore to consider the possible bounds of the remaining

fatigue life, the current traffic is decremented by fractions (b)

ranging from 0% to 20%. This traffic volume variation affects

directly the demand curve, especially the high-frequency stress

ranges (Figure 10). In estimating the remaining fatigue life of

an aged bridge, the most uncertain parameter is the fatigue

strength of the structural details: the codes provide character-

istic fatigue strengths. Strength profiles for predicting the

strength for ranges of frequencies are also given. In order to

account for the uncertainties of construction defects, main-

tenance level during service life and mode of failure, partial

safety factors to reduce the specified characteristic strength

according to the appropriate code are considered and reported

in the analysis. The fatigue strength of the flanges of the girders

under cyclic flexural tensile stress are estimated using EC3-1-9

(BSI, 2005) as reported in Figure 11. The specified character-

istic strength depends on the degree of tightness between the

bolt and the holes as well as on the preloading of the bolts.

Therefore, three characteristic strengths (specified as detail

category – DC) are provided: 50 MPa, 80 MPa and 90 MPa.

As the real scenario in the rivets during service life of the bridge

is unknown, all three possibilities are considered. Figure 11

shows the design strength for these cases: these curves are used

for predicting the remaining fatigue of the detail in the

following sections of this paper. As discussed above, the

strength profiles and the characteristic strength of bolts under

double shear is adopted for the rivets of this study, and again

with reference to EC3-1-9 (BSI, 2005), a single characteristic

value for bolts is given (C 5 100). The fatigue curve used for

this study is shown in Figure 12. Once the fatigue demand and

strength for the critical structural details are specified, the next

step is to evaluate the accumulated fatigue damage of the

details according to the Miner’s rule: for each stress range the

number of cycles, nt, and the endurance, Nt, are estimated from

the demand and strength respectively. Then the ratio of

imposed cycles to the endurance indicates the relative

accumulated damage to the structural detail. Hence the total

damage index, Dd, reported in Figure 12, is given by

11. Dd~
X nt

Nt

whereas the annual damage index, dd, is given by

12. dd~
X ntyear

Nt

According to Miner’s rule, the fatigue life of the structural

detail is reached when the accumulated damage index is equal

to one. Hence if a structural detail has experienced a Dd

amount of damage during its service life and dd amount

annually, the remaining fatigue life of the detail, TRF in years

can be evaluated as

13. TRF~
1{Dd

dd

It is clear that the future traffic trend is unknown in advance;

hence the equivalent annual damage indices are evaluated

based on the current traffic volume. Parametric studies are

carried out to observe the influence of uncertain parameters on
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Figure 12. Accumulated damage indices of the tensile detail owing

to different train loadings
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the remaining fatigue life of the structural detail. The

parameters are: traffic volume parameter b, describing the

back traffic decrement of trains as a percentage for every 10

years; traffic speed parameter g, giving the ratio of the

commissioning speed to the specified design speed of the

trains; the design fatigue strength, accounted by the fatigue

strength partial safety cMF and the characteristic fatigue

strength of the detail, detail category [DC]. As described

above, the traffic volume affects the demand spectra and hence

the fatigue damage index. Figure 13 shows the contour plot of

the remaining fatigue life of the flexural tensile detail of the

longitudinal girder in years. The remaining fatigue life of the

detail is consequently estimated. As can be observed, the design

strengths below 80 MPa give negative fatigue lives, which

means the detail would have failed before the service life of the

bridge. This is unacceptable, as the bridge functioned properly

until it was demolished; thus this detail category cannot be

used for estimating the remaining fatigue of such riveted

details. Similarly detail category 80 which is also on the

boundary. Detail category 90 can be adopted for such details

with appropriate partial safety factors. The adoption of detail

category 90 can be further verified by experimental investiga-

tion of the demolished bridge. Considering the possibilities of

the traffic decrement trend, the bridge could have been used for

at least 15 additional years while complying with the failure

criteria stated for the flexural detail. For this parametric study,

the influence of the traffic speed on the demand spectra is

accounted for by the dynamic amplification factors given by

EC1-2 (BSI, 2003): direct dynamic analysis can be extended for

this parametric study in the future. As shown in Figure 13 the

remaining fatigue life (in years) of the structural detail reduces

with the increase of commissioning speeds. The remaining

fatigue life of shear details–rivets connecting the cross beam to

the longitudinal girders is estimated following the same

approach as that of the flexural tensile structural detail. The

differences are represented by the fatigue strength (character-

istic strength and curve profile) specification and the demand

evaluation. Table 4 shows the ranges of the remaining fatigue

life of the critical rivet. Considering the various possibilities

analysed, it can be observed that the bridge has different

remaining lives related with the different shear failure criteria.

6. Conclusions

This paper deals with the fatigue assessment of historic metal

riveted bridges. Previous studies have been critically reviewed to

identify the parameters that affect the phenomenon. The review

of damage scenarios associated with fatigue enabled identifica-

tion of the critical structural hot spots, which are more

susceptible for fatigue damage. In the case study the remaining

life of a bridge is estimated analytically: the fatigue strength of

the critical hot spots, the bottom flange of the longitudinal

girder, which is subjected to high cycle flexural tensile strength,

and rivets subjected to high cycle shear are estimated. The

fatigue demand–stress ranges and number of cycles at the hot

spots are estimated by carrying out both static and dynamic

analysis using SAP 2000 (CSI, 2010) and Ansys (2010). The

effect of train loads on the global structure has been simulated

and the stress flow among the rivets estimated by a refined finite-

element model of the girder joint using Ansys (2010). The

remaining fatigue life of the critical details was estimated using

spectral stress (S–N) approach as recommended by EC3-1-9

(2005). The Miner’s accumulated damage rule is implemented to

predict the fatigue damage indices. Based on the analytical

fatigue assessment, conclusions can be drawn.

(a) The approximate dynamic amplification factors recom-

mended by EC1-2 (BSI, 2003) significantly underestimates
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Figure 13. Ranges of predicted fatigue lives of the tensile detail

resulting from uncertainties in traffic volume and fatigue strength

specification depending on the traffic increment (a); same analysis

considering the operating speed ratio
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the fatigue damage induced by the train type IC on the

riveted flanges of short-span railway steel bridges.

(b) For short cross diaphragms, the uniform shear distribu-

tion among rivets is not conservative.

(c) The fatigue life of a bridge is controlled by the rivets, at

the connection of the cross-beams and the longitudinal

girders, whereas the tensile flexural stress cycles acting on

the bottom riveted flanges of the longitudinal girders is

found to have a longer remaining fatigue life.

To enhance the confidence level in assessing the fatigue

performance of riveted railway bridges, the following sugges-

tions are proposed for further study

(a) a more rigorous study can be carried out to identify the

effect of traffic speed on the demand spectra through

dynamic analysis; parametric analysis investigating pos-

sible retrofitting methods

(b) experimental study to estimate the fatigue strength of the

shear details of riveted connections.
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